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Visioning Committee for Secondary Now Underway 
 
Earlier this month, a cross section of staff held their initial meeting to begin the review of 
Secondary programming across the District.  Over the next few months, several 
meetings will be held to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of our current 
programming and more importantly to look at the opportunities and needs for the 
future.  This process is being led by Director Buffone, several members of the Senior 
team and three trustees- David Kaiser, Bryon Morris and Mike Guenette.  Thank you to 
all- especially the staff- who are investing time in this important discussion which will be 
a tremendous benefit as we start the conversation to review and revise our next 
strategic plan. 
 
Thank you to RCJTC 
 
A huge thank you to Bob White and all the staff at RCJTC for their hard work this 
September in organizing the routes that get our students to and from school safely and 
on time.  In Renfrew County, we have 13 operators with 237 vehicles providing over 700 
runs per day.  As you are aware, we live in a very large geographic county with over 
7851 square kilometres.  Our buses travel over 34,206 km per day which is the 
equivalent of approximately 7.5 trips to Vancouver daily!  Transporting over 10,000 
students twice a day can be quite a challenge and organizing the best bus routes to be 
sure our students arrive in a timely manner requires a lot of pre planning.  Many thanks 
to Bob and his team for not only the planning but also the responsiveness to changing 
situations.  This is much appreciated by all. 
 
Sharing Activities and Initiatives Across the District 
 
It is wonderful to see highlights from a variety of our schools appearing on Social Media 
on a more regular basis.  In the past our schools have shared information and good 
news stories as time allowed.  With the addition of Hannah McMillan to our 
Communications staff, she has been available to gather stories, photos and attend 
student activities to share on a more regular basis!  We have creative, innovative and 
caring students and staff who are working hard and having fun while learning.  This 



speaks to our motto- Inspire-Empower-Achieve.  Looking forward to seeing and hearing 
about more great activities! 
   

 


